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We are ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 
certified and Neopost offers the highest process, 

quality, safety and environmental standards.

Folder Inserter

Intelligent and Easy Document Processing

Why Choose Neopost?
Neopost is a global leader in mailing 
solutions, shipping services and digital 
communications. We believe that 
people are the key to business success. 
That's why our products and services 
are tailored to help your organization 
improve the quality of its interactions 
and bring people closer together. 

In this age of multichannel 
communications, we guide and 
empower you to interact in new and 
innovative ways. We advise you on how 
to create cost-cutting synergies. And 
we deliver global coverage with a strong 
local presence, offering you continual 
support by phone, onsite or online.

Today, Neopost is present in 31 
countries and has a network of 
partners in more than 90 countries. 
We promote responsible business and 
sustainable development through our 
products and outreach programs. And 
our 6,200 employees worldwide are 
committed to making your 
interactions more responsive and 
more powerful – offering you a 
competitive edge that will open up a 
wealth of business opportunities.

Find out more at neopost.com

Remote Assistance*
Neopost customer 
support is there for 
you; our contact center 
and trained technicians 
are ready to assist you.  
Neopost’s Remote 
Assistance means a 

Neopost Service Engineer can 
remotely view the screen of an inserter 
and guide the operator. Useful for 
novice operators or temporary staff 
not familiar with the system, our online 
assistance can instantly analyze your 
system and provide operators with 
immediate answers. Neopost’s Remote 
Assistance significantly maximizes the 
uptime of your system.

Join us on

Environmental Commitment
The DS-75i carries Neopost's Eco-Label which aims to 
provide a clear and consistent set of environmental 
performance criteria used in the design phase of our 
products. Hence its automatic standby mode helps reduce energy 
consumption, while its recyclable packaging represents less than 
20% of the total weight of the packed product.

Specifications

Speed Up to 3,800 / hour

load'n Go automatic setting Yes

flexFeed multi-format feeder Yes

Multiple sheet feeding Yes

Cascade from all feeders Yes

Number of feeders Up to 3 feeders

powerFold folding capacity (one set, single fold) Yes (up to 10 sheets 80 gsm)

Job memory 50

Manual feed Yes

Document feeder capacity 325 sheets 80 gsm

High capacity document feeder 1200 sheets 80 gsm Optional

Envelope feeder capacity (C5/C6 envelopes) 325

High capacity vertical stacker up to 500 envelopes Optional

Side exit up to 4OO C5 envelopes Optional

Fold types 
Letter, zigzag, single, double 
parallel, no fold 

insert’n Frank franking system integration Optional 

Document height 90-356 mm

Document width 130-230 mm

Document weight 60-250 gsm

Envelope length 90-162 mm

Set thickness 2,5 mm

Envelope width 160-248 mm

Tailor-made furniture Optional

Mail Quality & Security

secure’n Feed double detection Yes

Accumulate before folding Yes

Barcode Reader (BCR) for 1D and 2D barcodes Optional

Optical Mark Recognition (OMR) Optional

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) Optional

 Mail Production Output Optional

Tip to tip sealing Yes

Connectivity

LAN embedded Yes

Wi-Fi embedded Yes

Remote Assistance Optional*

Remote Diagnostics Optional*

System Specification

Standard configuration: 3 feeders with catch tray
Length × Height × Depth 1270 × 720 × 500 mm

Weight 79 kg

Noise level 66 Db

*check availability with your local supplier
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Intelligent and Easy Document Processing 

A State-of-the-Art Graphical User Interface

Designed for all users, the intuitive, full-color, high-
resolution 7” touch-screen provides a wizard-based 
user-friendly interface, making it easy for anyone to 
select and run their folding and inserting jobs.

Alternatively, see how easy it is to create a new job 
using our exclusive load’n’Go intuitive procedure. 
Simply load your documents and envelopes and then 
press the start button. The DS-75i will automatically 
measure the length of all loaded documents as well as 
the envelope in order to adjust all settings and process 
the appropriate mail items.

Smart Solutions to Maximize Flexibility 

The exclusive FlexFeed® tray enables you to process 
any document size or type. In combination with the 
unique semi-automatic envelope separation 
mechanism, this provides full flexibility for feeding a 
wide variety of document types. You can use 
practically any size and type of material to address 
your prospective and current customers efficiently.

Optimize Productivity with the MaxiFeeder Tray 

Choose to load the MaxiFeeder with up to 325 BRE or 
load up to 1,200 sheets to maximize your productivity.

1.  Automated Stacker  
The high-capacity 
vertical stacker 
holds up to 500 
finished envelopes
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2.  Touch Screen Display  
Full-color 7” touch-screen 
enables navigation easily to 
create a new job or access 
existing jobs within seconds

3.  CIS Scanner  
The scanner can read any 
type of coding printed 
horizontally or vertically 
in the document
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4.  Document Feeders  
Process multiple page sets at high processing speeds of up to 975 (3 × 325) documents using 
the 3 standard feeders; all feeders can be used in cascading mode and have paper sensors 
which ensure the operator is constantly informed on how to proceed to run the system
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Versatile - Customize Your DS-75i to Your Needs
Offering several feeder configurations, it allows you to design and deliver attractive mailshots.

Productive, Versatile & Intuitive Folder Inserter
The DS-75i combines unparalleled ease of use with advanced technology. With its compact footprint, large loading 
and unloading capabilities, and features like CIS scanning technology, the DS-75i can process a wide variety of 
mailpieces for direct marketing campaigns, invoicing, monthly statements and many other applications. The DS-75i 
can be connected to your network and you can benefit from unique services such as remote assistance and remote 
diagnostics* to provide help when needed. Easy to use via its full-color touch screen and unique intuitive navigation, 
and extraordinarily quiet, the DS-75i fits perfectly into any work environment.

Optional Features
Automate Your Document Processing with OMS-200 Software

Neopost’s Output Management Software simplifies and automates 
your document creation process. So you can:

• Automatically add a barcode giving more value to your documents 
and guaranteeing your mail integrity with secure control marks

• Select inserts from multiple trays maximizing your options

• Split your print file based on the number of pages.

Monitor, Secure and Verify Your Mail Production Output with 
OMS-500 and AIMS-500 Software

Neopost offers you the assurance that your printed jobs are 
accurate, complete and have actually been mailed. Output 
Management Software (OMS-500) applies a unique Job and 
Mailpiece ID to every document. Each mailpiece is then reconciled 
real-time as it’s inserted against a database using the same 
AIMS-500 technology as our larger Production Inserters. This 
provides you with real-time quality control and detailed reports:

• 100% verification of job completion

• Real time failure detection of missing mailpiece

• Reprint Loop for missing or failed mailpieces

• Reporting on individual jobs, performance and trends.

Complete Content Control and Security You Can Rely On

With its Contact Image Sensor (CIS) scanner technology, the 
DS-75i can read any type of coding such as OMR, OCR, 1D 
barcodes and 2D data matrix codes. And the code can be printed 
anywhere on the document. The scanner reads the full A4 page 
and the barcode can be read horizontally or vertically. This unique 
feature provides full flexibility to fulfill any layout requirement.

Increase Productivity
• High-capacity feeder 
• MaxiFeeder tray
• High-capacity vertical stacker 

Process Invoices and Statements
• 2 standard feeders 
• 1 MaxiFeeder tray 
• High-capacity vertical stacker

*check availability with your local supplier

Enhance Customer Communications
• 1 daily mail feeder
• 2 standard feeders
• Side exit tray

The Complete Document Process

FinanceHR Marketing

Transactional mailTrans-promo mailMarketing mail
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